STREAMLINE YOUR DICTATION AND
DOCUMENT CREATION PROCESS

Winscribe DocuLink for the Healthcare Enterprise
Today’s medical service providers are experiencing a growing
demand for fast and accurate turnaround of electronic patient
records (EPR), while at the same time facing increasing
pressure to lower overall healthcare cost.
DocuLink is the latest addition to the suite of optional
improvements available for the Winscribe dictation solution for
Healthcare. Designed specifically to handle and streamline complex
medical document creation processes, DocuLink brings reduced
turnaround times for electronic patient records throughout the
entire hospital process. This in turn means accelerated processes,
treating more patients, reducing waiting times and a fast return on
investment.
Flexible document creation. Diverse medical specialities create the
need for flexible workflow and efficient document creation. DocuLink
introduces a fully automated “Dictate – Review – Sign-Off” process
that covers a wide range of different workflow scenarios between
doctors and transcriptionists. By adapting to real process conditions
with minimal constraints, DocuLink delivers the flexibility needed to
enhance productivity across the diverse requirements of the medical
services sector.
Dynamic distribution lists. DocuLink provides a rapid, accurate and
controllable document process flow by allowing users to easily choose
and select dynamic distribution lists, whether they are composed of
internal or external datasets of doctors and patients. New contacts can
be added on the fly. This provides transcriptionists with the ability to
open, create, edit or select up-to-date data and apply them instantly
during the process.
Enhanced patient documentation accuracy and control. With
DocuLink the dictation process revolves around the unique patient
identification data. Patient demographics are controlled and matched
against the hospital information system (HIS) indicating to the users
immediately if the patient has been identified correctly before further
steps can be taken. This powerful control mechanism reduces the
probability of medical errors by enhancing patient documentation
accuracy and control. In addition to the security element, the
interaction with the HIS to request and control patient demographics
while generating documents automatically, significantly reduces
turnaround times and makes the system easy to use for both doctors
and transcriptionists.

Faster document creation and delivery
process increases the overall turnaround
time of electronic patient records in the
healthcare enterprise. The optimization
and speed-up of the entire process has an
immediate effect on efficiency and will
provide return on investment within few
months. The accelerated process enables
hospitals to treat more patients, reduces
waiting time and allows doctors to spend
more time with their patients instead of
process handling.

Winscribe DocuLink
Process automation. After the
required document template has
been populated with the specific
patient data information, the
transcriptionist is presented with
a document that is split into the
relevant information blocks where
the dictated text has to be inserted.
When finished, the user can then
choose to forward the document for
either review or electronic sign-off.
Central document template
management. DocuLink’s central
template storage functionality
allows administrators to change, edit
and remove document templates
as needed. Templates can be linked
to job types and departments from
a central source which promotes
effective use of the templates.
Job list overview. The new
application allows the transcription

team to review pending documents
that are currently in queue for a
doctor’s signature or are ready to be
printed. This functionality presents
the department with a general
work list of outstanding EPRs in the
system at any time and streamlines
decisions around workflow, printing
and distribution.
Seamless system integration.
DocuLink is seamlessly integrated
with the Winscribe Dictation
solution which ensures ease of
use as well as smooth deployment
throughout different hospital
departments and sites. The new
module is also incorporated with
Winscribe’s integrated security
platform to ensure dictation and
document encryption throughout
the process which guarantees
protection of patient confidentiality.

Reduced document turnaround time

Increased transcriptionist productivity

Improved patient care

All-in-one tool, eliminates task repetition
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